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ABSTRACT

Objective: Junctional ectopic tachycardia is common after cardiac surgery for congenital heart disease. However,
its incidence and related risk factors in infants after cardiac surgery are not well known. The objective of this study
was to determine the overall incidence and related risk factors for junctional ectopic tachycardia in neonates and
infants. Methods: We enrolled a total of 271 patients aged < 1 year who underwent open cardiac surgery at Sever-
ance Cardiovascular Hospital from January 2018 to December 2020. Exclusion criteria were immediate postopera-
tive mortality, other arrhythmias detected in the perioperative period, and prematurity. Result: The overall
incidence of junctional ectopic tachycardia was 12.9%. The logistic regression analysis revealed that longer car-
diopulmonary bypass time, surgery involving atrioventricular node stretching, and the presence of early repolar-
ization on preoperative electrocardiography increased the risk of junctional ectopic tachycardia. Patients with
junctional ectopic tachycardia had longer intubation time and intensive care unit stay. Conclusion: Junctional
ectopic tachycardia is a common arrhythmia after cardiac surgery for congenital heart disease in infants. Occa-
sionally, infants developing junctional ectopic tachycardia after cardiac surgery have specific preoperative electro-
cardiography findings. The risk factors for junctional ectopic tachycardia were associated not only with surgical
procedural factors but also with preoperative electrocardiographic parameters.
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1 Introduction

Junctional ectopic tachycardia (JET) is common after cardiac surgery for congenital heart disease. JET is
a type of narrow QRS complex tachycardia originating from the atrioventricular (AV) node or proximal His
bundle, usually with AV dissociation [1] .The overall incidence of JET after congenital heart surgery ranges
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from 1.4% to 14.3% in children, according to previous studies [1–4]. Patients who have JET during the
postoperative period show increased morbidity, such as longer intubation time and increased intensive
care unit (ICU) stay [2,5–7]. Moreover, a previous study showed that JET following cardiac surgery was
associated with higher mortality [2]. Postoperative JET management includes sedation, low body
temperature, correction of electrolyte abnormalities, and reduction in inotropic drug doses. In some cases,
overdrive atrial pacing and pharmacotherapy, such as with amiodarone, may be necessary, and in rare
cases, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation support is required [8–10]. Associated cardiac surgery
include Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) (14%–37%), repair of anomalous pulmonary venous return (36%),
arterial switch operation (23%), surgery to correct AV canal defects (10%–21%), the Norwood procedure
(20%), and interrupted aortic arch repair (17%) [11]. Heterotaxy syndrome with a risk of arrhythmia has
been reported to be associated with JET [12–14]. Several studies have reported possible risk factors for
JET, such as younger age, longer cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) time, longer aortic cross-clamp time,
electrolyte disturbances, and use of inotropic agents [2–4,6,15]. However, the incidence and related risk
factors of JET in neonates and infants after cardiac surgery are not well known. Therefore, this study
aimed to determine the overall incidence and risk factors of JET in this group of patients.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Patients and Data Collection
We enrolled patients under 1 year of age who underwent open cardiac surgery at Severance

Cardiovascular Hospital from January 2018 to December 2020. These patients underwent surgical repair
of a congenital cardiac lesion using CPB with deep hypothermic circulatory arrest. In the case of
Blalock–Taussig shunt surgery, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation was used instead of CPB. The
postoperative period was defined as up to 30 days after operation or until hospital discharge, whichever
was the earliest. The exclusion criteria were immediate postoperative mortality, other arrhythmias
detected during the preoperative period, and prematurity. One patient with postoperative ventricular
tachycardia unrelated to JET was excluded. Baseline characteristics and information regarding surgical
procedure, duration of cross-clamp time, and CPB time were retrospectively obtained from medical
records. The Aristotle scale was used to assess the complexity level of the surgical procedures. The basic
and total scores on the Aristotle scale were obtained from the electronic database. We analyzed the
intubation duration, length of ICU stay, and total hospitalization stay as postoperative outcomes.
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), survival at day 30, and use of inotropic agents, such as dopamine,
dobutamine, milrinone, epinephrine, and/or norepinephrine, were also examined. We calculated the
inotropic score at the time of arrhythmia onset using the following formula: vasoactive inotropic score
(VIS) = (dopamine dose * 1) + (dobutamine dose * 1) + (adrenaline dose * 100) + (noradrenaline dose *
100) + (milrinone dose * 10). The drug doses were presented in μg/kg/min [16,17].

2.2 Arrhythmia Diagnosis and Management
The 12-lead electrocardiogram findings were retrospectively evaluated by pediatric electrophysiologists

(N, K, and K). JETwas defined as narrow QRS complex tachycardia with AV dissociation or AVassociation
with retrograde P waves. For patients with A postoperative bundle branch block, electrocardiography (ECG)
revealed JET with wide QRS complex tachycardia. Based on the preoperative ECG data, we identified an
early repolarization pattern (ERP), which is a known risk factor for arrhythmia. Referring to Pieroni et al.
[18], the diagnostic criterion for ERP was defined as an elevation of ≥0.1 mV in the J-point or ST
segment, with notching or slurring in at least two inferior (II, III, and aVF) and/or lateral leads (I, aVL,
and V4–6; Supplementary Fig. 1). According to our institution s treatment protocol, amiodarone was used
as the first-line antiarrhythmic drug for hemodynamically compromised JET. Amiodarone was
administered as a 5 mg/kg loading infusion for 0.5 h, followed by a continuous infusion of 10–20 mg/kg/day.
Conservative treatments, including surface cooling, sedation, correction of abnormal electrolytes, atrial pacing,
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and, if possible, decrease in inotropic doses were used. We corrected the postoperative electrolyte imbalance to
maintain serum K level > 4.0 mmol/L, ionized Ca level > 1.2 mmol/L, and serum Mg level > 1.5 mmol/L.

2.3 Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as frequency (percentage) or as mean (range). Patients with and without JET were

compared for baseline-and procedure-related characteristics and outcomes using the chi-square test for
categorical variables and independent t-test for continuous variables. Factors that could affect JET
development were analyzed using binary logistic regression. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.
Factors with a high correlation with each other were excluded from the analysis. Results are expressed as
odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). All analyses were performed using SPSS 25.0 for
Windows (IBM, Chicago, Illinois, USA).

3 Results

3.1 Baseline Characteristics of the Enrolled Patients
A total of 271 patients aged under 1 year were enrolled in the study. We identified 35 patients with JET

during the postoperative period. Thus, the overall incidence of JET was 12.9% (35/271; Table 1). Baseline
characteristics, such as patient age, weight, and body surface area, were not significantly different between
the patient with JET and without JET groups. Postoperative and preoperative (data not shown) ECG
parameters, including heart rate, PR interval, QRS duration, and QTc interval, were not significantly
different between both the groups. However, preoperative early repolarization was more prevalent in
patients with JET than in those without JET (20% vs. 8.5%, P = 0.03). Cross-clamp time (95.5 vs. 72.3
min, P < 0.001) and CPB time (153.0 vs. 114.4 min, P = 0.003) were significantly longer in the JET
group than in those without JET. The Aristotle total score was also higher in patients with JET (8.8 vs.
7.8, P = 0.05). Table 2 shows the occurrence of JET according to the type of surgical procedure. The
incidence of JET was significantly higher during the surgery for AV node stretching (P < 0.001). These
conditions included TOF and its variants (40.0%), coarctation repair with ventricular septal defect (VSD)
closure (23.1%), and VSD-type double outlet right ventricle (DORV) (22.9%) (Table 2).

Table 1: Demographic and baseline clinical data for patients

Characteristics All patients (n = 271) JET (n = 35) No JET (n = 236) P-value*

Age (days) 62.8 (3–182) 69.8 (3–166) 61.8 (4–182) 0.32

Weight (kg) 4.4 (2.0–10.0) 4.6 (2.0–7.8) 4.3 (2.2–10.0) 0.25

BSA (m2) 0.25 (0.15–0.44) 0.27 (0.16–0.38) 0.25 (0.15–0.44) 0.27

HR (bpm/min) 148.3 (98–205) 146.0 (101–187) 148.7 (98–205) 0.37

PR interval (ms) 118.9 (66–198) 120.0 (88–162) 118.8 (66–198) 0.74

QRS duration (ms) 62.3 (42–164) 62.3 (52–74) 62.3 (42–164) 0.99

QTc (ms) 427.5 (297–579) 435.4 (344–535) 426.3 (297–579) 0.28

Early repolarization 27 (10%) 7 (20%) 20 (8.5%) 0.03

Cross clamp time (min) 75.5 (10–207) 95.5 (35–203) 72.3 (10–207) <0.001

CPB time (min) 119.7 (24–577) 153.0 (49–403) 114.4 (24–577) 0.003

Aristotle basic score 7.5 (3.0–14.5) 8.1 (6.0–11.0) 7.3 (3.0–14.5) 0.06

Aristotle total score 7.9 (3.0–19.5) 8.8 (6.0–15.5) 7.8 (3.0–19.5) 0.05
Notes: BSA, body surface area; CPB, cardiopulmonary bypass; HR, heart rate; JET, junctional ectopic tachycardia; QTc, corrected QT interval’
*P-value from independent t-test or chi-square test between patients with and without JET, as appropriate.
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3.2 Risk Factors for JET
Binary logistic regression analysis revealed that the type of surgery involving the AV node was a strong

independent risk factor for JET (OR = 4.16; 95% CI: 1.20–14.39, P < 0.024), followed by preoperative early
repolarization (OR = 3.03; 95% CI: 1.11–8.23, P < 0.030; Table 3). CPB time was a weak predictive risk
factor for JET. Young age and the Aristotle total score were not related to JET development. The
Aristotle basic score and cross-clamp time were excluded as risk factors in the logistic analysis because
of their strong relationship with the Aristotle total score and CPB time, respectively.

All JET events started during the first 24 h after heart surgery. JET onset time ranged from 0.6 to 20.7 h,
with mean ± SD of 8.8 ± 6.37 h. The mean VIS at the time of JET onset was 13.6 μg/kg/min. In our study,
there was no electrolyte imbalance at the time of JET.

Table 2: Types of surgeries associated with JET

Surgical procedure Patients with JET Total patients P-value

Surgical procedure away from AV node 5 (8.3%) 60

<0.001

Atrial septal defect repair 0 6

ASO/s VSD repair 0 13

TAPVR repair 1 (12.5%) 8

CoA repair/s VSD repair 1 (16.7%) 6

Interrupted aortic arch repair 0 4

Systemic to pulmonary shunt 0 8

Other procedure 3 (20.0%) 15

Surgical procedure with AV node stretching 30 (14.2%) 211

TOF repair 2 (40.0%) 5

ASO/c VSD repair 1 (33.3%) 3

CoA repair/c VSD repair 3 (23.1%) 13

DORV repair (VSD type) 8 (22.9%) 35

VSD repair 15 (10.1%) 149

AVSD repair 1 (16.7%) 6

Total 35 (12.9%) 271
Note: ASO, arterial switch operation; AVSD, atrioventricular septal defect; CoA, coarctation of aorta; DORV; double outlet right ventricle; JET,
junctional ectopic tachycardia; TAPVR, total anomalous pulmonary venous return; TOF, Tetralogy of Fallot; VSD, ventricular septal defect.

Table 3: Logistic regression analysis for risk factor of developing JET

OR 95% CI P-value

Age 1.00 1.00–1.01 0.477

Aristotle total score 1.05 0.90–1.23 0.511

Cardiopulmonary bypass time 1.01 1.00–1.01 0.009

Surgical procedure with AV node stretching 4.16 1.20–14.39 0.024

Early repolarization 3.03 1.11–8.23 0.030
Note: JET, junctional ectopic tachycardia; AV node, atrioventricular node.
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3.3 Outcomes in Neonates and Infants with Postoperative JET
Patients with JET had longer intubation time (5.5 vs. 2.9 days, P = 0.035), length of ICU stay (7.0 vs.

4.8 days, P = 0.03), and total hospital stay (11.5 vs. 10.0 days, P = 0.05; Table 4). Ten patients with JET
were treated with conservative maneuvers, without any complications noted. Twenty-five (71.4%) patients
were treated using amiodarone with conservative treatment. Two patients with JET (2.8%) died, which
was a significant result compared that noted in patients without JET (P = 0.016). Among these, one
patient with low cardiac output syndrome died with ventricular fibrillation (VF) despite CPR, followed by
extracorporeal life support therapy. Another patient had an 18-p deletion syndrome and died from
recurrent pneumonia unrelated to JET.

4 Discussion

JET is the most common type of tachyarrhythmia occurring in the postoperative period after congenital
heart surgery, with an incidence ranging from 1.4% to 14.3% [1–4]. Our study showed an overall incidence
of 12.9% for JET, which is comparable with the findings of a previous study on neonates and infants aged
under 1 year [1].

In our study, low body weight was not a risk factor for JET, which is inconsistent with a previous study
finding [19]. We included only newborns and infants aged under 1 year, and the weight gain in children with
congenital heart defects was slow. Therefore, the weight difference among patients was insufficient to show
statistical differences.

For congenital heart defect factors, our study showed a relatively higher incidence of JET in patients
with TOF, coarctation of the aorta with VSD, and VSD-type DORV. These heart diseases are related to
surgery in the vicinity of the AV node. These findings are consistent with those of previous studies that
reported an increased incidence of postoperative JET after surgery that can damage the AV node or
bundle through muscle resection or excessive traction [6,13,20–22]. The postoperative JET after atrial
septal defect or coarctation of the aorta repair, which does not directly include the AV nodal area, may
have been caused by other mechanisms, such as intraoperative hypoperfusion or ischemia.

For surgical factors in our study, longer CPB time was a risk factor for JET, which is consistent with that
reported in previous studies [1,3,7,22]. The basic and total scores on the Aristotle scale are complex
stratification instruments for pediatric cardiac surgical procedures [23–25]. Unlike findings of previous
studies [7,26], a high score on the Aristotle scale was not associated with JET development in our study.
This means that the type of surgery performed close to the AV node had a more significant effect on the
occurrence of JET than the complexity of the surgery.

For electrophysiological factors in our study, we found a strong association between preoperative early
repolarization and JET. In addition, the high prevalence of ERP in patients with and without JET was

Table 4: Outcomes in neonate and infant with postoperative JET

Outcomes All (n = 271) JET (n = 35) No JET (n = 236) P-value

Intubation time (day) 3.2 (0–35) 5.5 (0–31) 2.9 (0–35) 0.04

ICU stay (day) 4.6 (2–40) 7.0 (2–38) 4.8 (2–40) 0.03

Hospital stay (day) 10.3 (6–52) 11.5 (7–45) 10.0 (6–52) 0.05

Cardiac arrest 1 (0.3%) 1 (2.8%) 0 (0.0%) NA

Death during ICU stay 1 (0.3%) 1 (2.8%) 0 (0.0%) NA

Hospital death 2 (0.7%) 2 (5.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0.016
Note: JET, junctional ectopic tachycardia; ICU, intensive care unit.
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consistent with the findings of previous reports of a higher prevalence of early repolarization in the pediatric
population than adults [27,28]. In a meta-analysis, ERP was associated with an increased risk and a low-to-
intermediate absolute incidence rate of death from arrhythmia [29]. Experimental studies have suggested that
J-point elevation is related to increased transmural heterogeneity of ventricular repolarization, which could
be related to VF [30]. However, the relationship between ERP and VF in our study is less clear because of the
small number of cases of VF. Reentry may lead to reciprocal tachycardia, including atrial, junctional, and AV
tachycardia. Favorable conditions of reentry include increased myocardial mass, decreased conduction
velocity, and accelerated repolarization [31]. Evidence for proving a direct correlation between ERP and
JET is limited, despite this classical concept. We cannot conclude whether ERP directly caused
postoperative JET from this single-center retrospective study. However, some studies have shown that CPB
surgery can change electrophysiological properties, including myocardial repolarization and QTc interval in
children [32,33]. In particular, infants have unique calcium transients in the atrial myocytes [34]. Therefore,
further studies on the relevance of the repolarization change in postoperative JET are required.

Other factors that could affect the development of JET include electrolyte abnormalities and inotropic
drug use [15,35]. In our study, some patients developed electrolyte imbalance immediately after surgery,
but we aggressively corrected postoperative electrolyte imbalance. When an electrolyte abnormality was
reviewed in patients with JET, it was not found at the time of JET onset. Because of the frequently
adjusted dose of inotropic dugs immediately after surgery, the time point for comparing the inotropic
score in patients without JET was difficult to determine; therefore, VIS was not compared between the
groups in our study. However, the VIS of patients with JET in this study was similar to that reported in
other studies [36,37]. Further studies on the use of inotropic drugs as risk factors for JET are required.

Our study showed that JET is related to longer intubation time, length of ICU stay, total hospital stay, and
hospital death, as shown in previous studies [1,2,5]. In our study, two patients with JET died, which was
significant number of patients. However, it is difficult to explain the direct association between JET and
morality because the cause of death was not related to JET but was associated with other underlying
morbidities. Although there have been several previous reports on the association between JET and
mortality, the mortality-related postoperative JET showed a decreased incidence in our study compared to
that shown in previous reports, which is thought to be due to the improved management of JET
[4,15,35,38–40]. Postoperative JET is transient and treatable, but its treatment is often challenging. In the
case of JET that is not controlled by primary treatment, such as sedation, cooling, and correcting
electrolyte abnormalities, pharmacotherapy must be used. Amiodarone is the most widely used drug
[15,41–43]. Recently, there have been many reports of successful conversion to the sinus rhythm with
ivabradine as an adjuvant to amiodarone or a first-line agent in pediatric patients with postoperative JET
[15,44–47]. However, there are insufficient data on the use of ivabradine in pediatric patients. In addition,
the parenteral formulation of ivabradine has not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration;
therefore, its oral formulation has limitations, in that it can be affected by absorption or bioavailability,
particularly in neonates [46]. Further studies on the availability and efficacy of ivabradine in pediatric
patients in the management of postoperative JET are required.

This study has several limitations. First, this study had a retrospective design. Although our practices
conformed to institutional protocols, the surgical or postoperative procedure could not be standardized. In
addition, we did not include detailed information, including clinical features, biochemical measurements
(such as oxygen saturation) or blood gas analysis. Second, a few patients whose sternum was left open
were evaluated using limb-lead ECG alone. Third, laboratory results, such as NT-proBNP or troponin-T
levels, were not analyzed. Finally, the association between surgical procedural factors and JET could
differ depending on the era and institution in which the surgery was performed.
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Despite these limitations, our study identified preoperative ERP as a strong risk factor for JET in
neonates and infants after congenital heart surgery. This finding should be evaluated in a multicenter
prospective study to clarify the underlying mechanism.

5 Conclusions

JET is a common type of arrhythmia that occurs after cardiac surgery for congenital heart disease in
infants. It is mostly manageable and has a benign course but is associated with increased morbidity, as
assessed by the longer intubation time, length of ICU stay, and total hospital stay. Clinicians should be
aware of postoperative JET if the patient is in a high-risk group. Our results suggest that risk factors for
JET include multifactorial conditions. Surgery in the vicinity of the AV node was strongly correlated with
JET. Preoperative ERP had a significant association with the development of JET in our study compared
to that reported in previous studies. Surgery should be performed as gently as possible, particularly in the
vicinity of the conduction system. In addition, patients who undergo surgery involving the AV node
and/or preoperative ERP should be monitored carefully for the occurrence of JET after surgery and
treated appropriately. Through risk stratification, further research on optimal management to prevent and
control JET at an early stage is required.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Representative electrocardiography showing early repolarization and junctional
ectopic tachycardia. A, B. Early repolarization electrocardiography showing the J wave, J-point, and ST
elevation ≥ 1 mm. C–F. Electrocardiographs showing various characteristics of junctional ectopic
tachycardia. C. Narrow QRS complex tachycardia without the P wave. D. Narrow QRS complex
tachycardia with atrioventricular dissociation. Arrows indicate P waves, and the asterisk indicates that the
P wave is hidden in the QRS wave. E. Narrow QRS complex tachycardia with the retrograde P wave.
The arrowhead indicates the retrograde P wave and short RP interval. F. Wide QRS complex tachycardia
with the right bundle branch block. All electrocardiographs were recorded at 25 mm/s with a voltage gain
setting of 10 mm/mV.
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